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Dear Parents/Guardians
Greetings!
John F. Kennedy once said, “Change is the law of life. And those who look only to the past or present are
certain to miss the future…” Change is difficult: in life, at work, and especially in schools. Perhaps in no other
time in history, schools had to face so much change - both in the classroom and outside of it. We at
Presentation Convent School, left no stone unturned to make this transition smooth for our students. This was
possible only because of the support extended by you and we hope that it is continued in future as well.
The months of December & January were demanding. In the month of December, the school was centre for
the CBSE Board exams for both internal and external students which we were successfully conducted. We
also completed the PT2/PT3/UT2/UT3 for classes VI – XII through online mode.
As the academic year 2021-22 is about to come to an end we would like to apprise you with the upcoming
activities:












We will begin with revision of the syllabus in all the classes. The importance of revision cannot be
undermined so it should be taken seriously by the students. These classes will enable the students with
a few strategic tips and the best way to revise for exams and become proficient.
Star Club classes have been arranged for all classes for the students who need extra individual
attention apart from the regular classes.
Practical exams for class XI began from Tuesday, 1 February 2022 and the Date Sheet has been
uploaded on Campus Care.
Term 2 examination for classes I – IX & XI and Pre Board Exam for X & XII begins from Saturday,
19 February 2022. The Date Sheet has been uploaded on the Campus Care, Parent Portal. You are
requested to kindly make a note of it. Please make sure that your ward follows the exam related
instructions.
With the culmination of the academic year, the tiny tots of KG are working together for the Annual
Day, which will be an occasion for the students to present their ocean of talent showcased through
dance, drama and oration.
Vaccination is one of the effective ways, so far, to protect oneself against serious impact of COVID19 virus. Vide circular number CBSE/AFF. /Vaccination/2022/, CBSE had issued an advisory for
vaccination of children between 15-18 years. As per the directions of CBSE and DOE, fulfilling our
role as an educational institution, we are putting every effort to make our students understand the
importance of Vaccination against COVID 19. Our school organized a vaccination camp for two days
for the students of 15-18 age group.
Dear parents, it’s a gentle reminder to clear the dues of your ward before 15th February 2022. Your
understanding and cooperation are desired for the smooth functioning of the school.

In the end, no matter how good or bad the year that has been, the arrival of a new year gives us lots of hope
and positivity. The year that passed taught us many lessons, let’s be an individual seasoned with wisdom
gained from our past experiences. I hope and sincerely pray that this New Year brings loads of happiness,
peace and health of body and mind paving new pathway to future.
Blessings!
Sr Regi Joseph
Principal

